
Fast, accurate, integrated capture and proof
at the teller line. 
Fraud, regulations and costs for traditional item processing are at 
all-time highs. Now, more than ever, you need an end-to-end imaging 
solution that is simple, affordable and reliable. 

Proof21™

Proof 21™ gives you complete paperless imaging 
and end-to-end clearing, combined with accurate 
proof and balance functions in a single workflow 
directly from your teller line. It’s fully integrated 
into DCI’s Frontline and iCore360®, and the whole 
process couldn’t be simpler.  

How It Works
As transactions are received, your tellers simply 
drop checks into a miniature scanner, verify the scan, 
confirm the pre-filled data on the screen and the 
transaction is immediately processed and proven.

When required, virtual tickets are automatically 
created and even multi-check transactions are 
processed quickly and accurately — all with just 
a few clicks and keystrokes.    

Profitable Efficiency
Proof21 not only captures your check images at 
the teller line, but it also serves as a front counter 
proof solution, eliminating the handling of paper 
checks, back office operations and courier charges.

From the front office to the back office, Proof21 
provides tangible benefits with a noticeable return on 
investment. Proof21 speeds your collection process 
and helps identify potential fraud. And, because your 
deposits to the Federal Reserve are cleared much 
faster, you have full funds availability the next day.  



Proof21 
• Intuitive teller workflow and document handling

• Accurate and Fast Check Capture

• Automatic creation of virtual tickets and documents

• Integrated fraud detection

• Electronic delivery of balanced images and data

• Fully integrated with iCore360 and DCI FrontLine

• Variety of file formats

• Accurate CAR/LAR engine and certified scanners

• Fully compliant with X9-37 specification

• Thin client capability (Citix, VDI, TS)

Like iCore360, Proof21 is fully 
integrated, flexible and intuitive. Built 
on the same open and adaptive 
architecture used by iCore360 and 
FrontLine, it has been tested with the 
leading check scanners on the 
market and assures the highest 
quality CAR/LAR image recognition 
and federal X9-37 specifications. 

Only DCI offers complete Proof21 item 
capture and proof, automated BSA 
compliance, and tools for foolproof 
check fraud prevention and identifi-
cation verification — all directly from 
your teller line. We also provide 
comprehensive remote merchant 
capture solutions. 

Want to learn more about Proof21? 
Contact your CRM today!

Features

Benefits
• Reduce teller keystrokes and data entry

• Reduce item handling and touchpoints

• Improve transaction accuracy

• Eliminate paper costs with virtual tickets/items

• Electonic signatures

• Accelerate clearing and funds availabilty

• Time and cost-savings in proof operations

• Eliminate courier services

• Improve customer service

• Deploy to other departments (Lockbox, Loans, etc.)

• Clear all branch work same day

• More efficient scheduling and increased 
production windows 


